Architectural patterns provide a reusable architectural solution for commonly recurring problems that can assist in designing software systems. In this regard, self-awareness architectural patterns are specialized patterns that leverage good engineering practices and experiences to help in designing selfawareness and self-adaptation of a software system. However, domain knowledge and engineers' expertise that is built over time are not explicitly linked to these patterns and the self-aware process. This linkage is important, as it can enrich the design patterns of these systems, which consequently leads to more effective and efficient self-aware and self-adaptive behaviours. This paper is an introductory work that highlights the importance of synergizing domain expertise into the selfawareness in software systems, relying on well-defined underlying approaches. In particular, we present a holistic framework that classifies widely known representations used to obtain and maintain the domain expertise, documenting their nature and specifics rules that permits different levels of synergies with selfawareness. Drawing on such, we describe mechanisms that can enrich existing patterns with engineers' expertise and knowledge of the domain. This, together with the framework, allow us to codify an intuitive stepby-step methodology that guides engineer in making design decisions when synergizing domain expertise into self-awareness and reveal their importances, in an attempt to keep 'engineers-in-the-loop'. Through three case studies, we demonstrate how the enriched patterns, the proposed framework and methodology can be applied in different domains, within which we quantitatively compare the actual benefits of incorporating engineers' expertise into self-awareness, at alternative levels of synergies.
I. Introduction
E NGINEERING software systems have been becoming increasingly complex, and labor intensive due to the continuous changes in requirements, the underlying environments and the relevant data. Such a complexity is prevalent when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems-a category of systems that are capable of obtaining and maintaining knowledge of themselves and the environment, reasoning about this knowledge, and eventually adapting their operations to better cope with the changes. In this respect, engineers need some sets of high level guideline that provides a clear overview of the software system to be built, based on which they are able to make better informed decisions during the engineering process. Such high level guideline for engineering software systems can be represented in the form of architectural patterns. In essence, architectural patterns are particular solutions for common and recurring domain specific problems, culminating best practices and described at high level [1] . Variety of architectural patterns exist, each of which aims for different contexts, e.g., for distributed systems [2] [3] , service-oriented systems [4] [5] , self-adaptive systems [6] [7] , and more recently, for self-aware and selfadaptive software systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which is also simply referred to as self-awareness architectural patterns.
Unlike the other patterns, self-awareness architectural patterns particularly document the common primitives and different capabilities of self-awareness for obtaining and maintaining knowledge about different aspects, such as time, goals, or interactions, between different nodes of software systems. While the patterns are abstract, they can be instantiated to meet particular needs for engineering a self-aware and self-adaptive software system, and thereby proving more concrete guideline in the engineering process. Over the last few years, those patterns have proved to be promising when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems, as evident by the fact that they have been referenced and used in various autonomic domains, such as cloud resource and configuration management [13] [14] [15] , multi-processors systems scheduling [16] , sensor network control [17] and multi camera coordination [18] .
Undoubtedly, self-aware and self-adaptive software systems are never been created by non-experts. This means that software and systems engineers often accumulate domain expertise that is built over time. Such expertise, if captured and exploited, would provide an important added value, when consolidating the self-awareness capability of the software system. Utilizing domain expertise to guide the processes of self-awareness can also bear additional benefit, such that the software system would be more controllable, which helps to monitor and avoid some abnormalities in behaviors, providing a foundation for keeping 'engineers-in-the-loop'.
However, despite the successful applications of the existing self-awareness architectural patterns, their expressions and information with respect to the engineers' expertise, and how they can be 'synergized' into the self-awareness arXiv:2001.07076v1 [cs.SE] 20 Jan 2020 capabilities, is weak, ad-hoc and left implicit. In this work, we use the term synergy to refer to the process of incorporating domain expertise, which involves the knowledge of the problem that is not naturally initiative but can be extracted following engineering principles, into the underlying algorithms/techniques that realize selfawareness. Indeed, the lack of a holistic framework and methodology would inevitably create barrier for the knowledge to be maintained, reused and steer the design process, capitalizing on expertise. Such absence can eventually result in some strong domain expertise being abandoned, forcing the self-aware and self-adaptive software systems to collect, maintain and reason about all the knowledge from scratch which causes clear overhead and can be unnecessary.
In this paper, we seek to build a holistic and general framework to enrich the existing self-awareness architectural patterns by explicitly incorporating information about the synergy of domain expertise with the selfawareness, based on which a step-by-step methodology that assists the engineer in making design decisions of alternative synergies can be created. Our aim is to highlight how the proposed framework, the enriched patterns and methodology can help and reveal the importance of synergizing domain expertise, taking into account the selfawareness in software systems and relying on well-defined representations, algorithms and techniques. It is indeed an ambitious plan, therefore we intend to be introductory rather than comprehensive. However, we envisage that this paper serves as the first attempt to fill such an important gap in engineering better and more controllable self-awareness in software systems.
Specifically, our key contributions in the paper are:
• We introduce a holistic and general framework that captures the domain expertise of the engineers and their synergies with the notions of self-awareness, providing intuitive, extracted and readily available information to enrich the self-awareness architectural patterns. Specifically, we contribute to the followings: -We present the notions of expertise representation with concrete examples, based on which we form a classification and the related rules that helps to capture the expertise knowledge. -Drawing on the expertise representation, we codify a taxonomy that describes their nature in terms of structurability and tangibility. -We then discuss their possible synergies with different capabilities of self-awareness, and present rules that classifies different levels of synergies and the relative design difficulty, with respect to the structurability and tangibility of expertise representation. • We illustrate, by means of examples, how the framework can be used to enrich the well-defined selfawareness architectural patterns from the literature [8] , and in what ways they can be instantiated to cope with different styles of synergies.
• Supporting by the proposed framework and the enriched patterns, we present a practical, intuitive and step-by-step methodology that assists the engineers to make design decisions on selecting alternative synergies of domain expertise with self-awareness and revealing their importance. • We demonstrate how the enriched self-awareness architectural patterns, the proposed framework and methodology have been applied in three recent case studies [19] [20] [21] that seek to build self-aware and self-adaptive software systems. Through quantitative results, we show how alternative ways of synergies may perform differently on the benefit brought by selfawareness. The reset of the paper is organized as follows: we motivate the needs and discuss the related work in Section II and III, respectively, following by a brief overview of the capabilities of self-awareness and the existing selfawareness architectural patterns in Section IV. After such, in Section VI, we present the framework the detailed notions, levels of synergies and difficulty. In Section VII, we illustrate how the framework can enrich the self-awareness patterns. In Section VIII, we present a practical step-bystep methodology that assists the engineers in selecting the possible ways of synergies. Three case studies from different domains are drawn in Section IX, to demonstrate how the enriched patterns can be applied in the engineering of self-aware and self-adaptive software systems, supported with quantitative results on the benefit of synergy. Finally, Section X concludes the paper with discussion on future work.
II. Motivation
Self-aware and self-adaptive software systems have been increasingly relying on intelligent algorithms and techniques. Indeed, given the significant growth of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community, it is not uncommon to see that successful engineerings of self-awareness are underpinned by several AI algorithms, which conducts learning, reasoning and problem solving. Often, those algorithms and techniques needs to be combined with sufficient domain information, and thus they can better serve the purpose.
It is important to note that domain information does not necessarily equivalent to the domain expertise. In fact, it can be distinguished between the nature information of the problem, which is the basic elements required to apply the algorithm/techniques [22] [23] ; and the engineers' domain expertise, which is specifically related to the engineering problem to be addressed and is often deemed as optional, but desirable. In essence, what make the additional engineers' domain expertise differs from the basic problem nature is that, the natural information of the problem serves as the 'facts' about the problem context, where the search algorithms have to comply with in order to be used, e.g., the range of parameters, various equality and inequality constraints. In contrast, the domain expertise is represented as or produced by typical software and system engineering methods, practices and models. Most commonly, such domain expertise is not naturally intuitive form the problem context, but can be extracted through engineering practices. The domain expertise of engineers often serve as useful information to engineer self-aware and self-adaptive software systems, thus they should not be simply ignored. Indeed, explicitly considering domain expertise would inevitably impose extra difficulty, and it may require to specifically tailor the internal component of the algorithms/techniques. However, they are expected to work better, and more importantly, render the selfawareness more controllable under the given problem where the domain expertise lies.
Majority of the approaches for self-awareness, as summarized in the recent surveys [22] [23] , have merely considered the natural information of the problem. Since such information is naturally obvious and do not provide indepth understanding about the problem, it is not difficult to incorporate them when design the algorithms/techniques that realize self-awareness. However, to properly utilize the information contained by the domain expertise, more complicated and systematic procedure needs to be made. In this work, we use the term 'synergy' to refer to the process that synergzies certain domain expertise, as provided by the engineers, with the algorithms/techniques to achieve self-awareness.
It is possible to incorporate natural information of the problem in an ad-hoc manner, as the nature of AI algorithms and techniques are designed to be as general as possible, such that they can cope with different domains. However, It is clearly difficult to perform the same to synergize domain expertise without omission. The key issue is that there is a lack of general guideline that assists the engineers when engineering self-awareness into software systems. For example, it is not uncommon that engineers would have certain domain expertise represented as models, documentations, or even artifacts of a software systems. Now, to engineer self-awareness with synergized domain expertise, some common, but difficult decisions to make during the synergy could be:
• Which available domain expertise can be synergized into which aspect of self-awareness? -Answering such would require understanding on both the available domain expertise and which aspect of self-awareness is required, e.g., time, goal or interaction. Clearly, there will be constraint that prevents certain synergies, e.g., a feature model can not usually help in terms of interaction, as its notation does not embed any knowledge of it. The other feasible synergies form the potential candidates for the engineer to make design decision. Yet, it is challenging to build the set of candidates for synergy in the absence of systematic guideline, especially when multiple forms of domain expertise and aspects of self-awareness exist.
• To what extent can a synergy be completed and what are the difficulties? -Synergies can often be done in different levels, e.g., whether the domain expertise can be directly incorporated into the algorithm/techniques or certain internal components need to be speciflized. This is a crucial design decision to make and it should not be conducted without knowing the relative difficulty, which directly related to the cost of the engineering process. However, without guideline, it would be difficult for the engineers to obtain a full picture of the possible extents of synergy and their difficulties.
• How to make decision taking into consideration the difficulty of synergy and the expected benefit? -The different candidates of alternative design options would inevitably lead to a decision space, which raises the difficulty for engineer to make trade-off decisions. This would be challenging without the support of quantifiable and intuitive metrics. As a result, the lack of general guideline that assists the engineers when engineering self-awareness into software systems would hinder the benefits of domain expertise synergy, causing barrier to create more advanced and controllable self-awareness driven by the expertise of engineers. This is what we seek to achieve in the paper, in which we conduct the first attempt to propose a general, yet holistic framework and methodology, together with enriched selfawareness architectural patterns, to assist the engineers in making decisions of synergy when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems.
III. Related Work
Software and system architecture, as the highest level of abstraction of any software systems, serves as the framework for satisfying requirements; as the managerial basis for cost estimation and process management; and as an effective basis for reuse and dependency analysis [24] . Adhering to principles of architectural patterns that abstract common features of architecture instances in a specific domain is known to serve as a useful guide to the engineers when designing software systems [24] .
Over the past two decades of research for architecting self-aware and self-adaptive software systems, several architecture patterns have emerged. Among others, feedback loop based architecture pattern [25] , whether as single loop or multiple loops, have been the most widely adopted approach. Such pattern merely assume that the software system can be monitored, and that it can be influenced after certain process is completed based upon the collected data.The reason behind its popularity is due to its simplicity and flexibility, such that there is no constraints on how and what should be architected in the patterns. Yet, as the software system becomes more complex, such simplicity turns into a barrier, as the software and system engineers require more specific guideline when design the architecture which has been missing from the feedback loop based architecture pattern.
In light of these, the MAPE-K architecture pattern [6] was proposed to provide more specific codification about what should be achieved within a feedback loop when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems. In MAPE-K, the (K)nowledge component is shared by the (M)onitor, (A)nalyser, (P)lanner and (E)xecutor components, which provides primitives for expressing domain knowledge in K. This knowledge is used to reason about run-time adaptation. Two other patterns, which are subclasses of MAPE-K but generic enough to be classified as representative styles with distinct qualities. The first is proposed by Oreizy et al. [26] such that the pattern consists of an adaptation layer and an evolution layer. Particularly, the adaptation layer is responsible for monitoring and adapting, while the evolution layer caters to ensuring changes in the running system are performed in such a way that the operation of the system is not disrupted. The second pattern is Rainbow [7] , which is explicitly designed for engineering rule-based adaptation in software systems. Since the above patterns assume a centralized scenario where there is only one instance of software system to be adapted, the MAPE-K is then further extended by Weyns et al. [27] into a decentralized version, such that they are specialized into contexts with different degree of decentralization that the software system encounters.
Inspired by Gat's three layered architecture in the robotics domain [28] , Kramer and Magee presented a conceptual three layered architecture [29] for self-adaptive software system. The three layer, namely goal layer, change layer and component control layer, work in a hierarchical way such that the goal layer provides change plans, which are then further translated into change actions by the change layer, and eventually those actions are run by the component control layer. The opposite of the direction would occur when data needs to be collected.
Alternative to the MAPE-K and three-layer pattern, SEEC [30] is another architecture pattern that claims selfaware capabilities. In a nutshell, SEEC relies on the basic (O)bserve-(D)ecide-(A)ct (ODA) loop [30] . Here, the O and A components in ODA are equivalent to the M and E components in MAPE-K respectively, while analysis and planning tasks are subsumed in the Decide component. Another most recent effort, namely LRA-M loop [9] , aims to capture the knowledge of self-awareness in terms of universal models, which can then be exploited by the reasoning.
However, all the above patterns have focused on providing guideline about how to exploit the obtained knowledge to inform adaptation, but limited in modeling the knowledge at a coarse grain, without explicit distinction between knowledge concerns for different levels, e.g., at goals, time, or interaction. In 2014, we proposed a set of self-awareness patterns [8] [10] [11] [12] derived from the general concept of self-awareness [31] for engineering self-aware and selfadaptive software systems. Unlike others, we explicitly encode the pattern based on the fine-grained capability of self-awareness with respect to stimulus, goal, time, interaction and meta-self, considering their distinctions and interplays (we elaborate the patterns in Section IV). Those patterns have been followed by a considerable amount of work from other research groups and have attracted a wide range of attentions. However, our experience with our industry partners when using those patterns (together with the other state-of-the-art patterns) is that they fail to capture how domain expertise can be used when engineering the software systems, which is now become the major barrier for them to follow the patterns.
IV. The Capabilities of Self-Awareness in
Software Systems Self-awareness is certainly not new in the other disciplines, but it is quite challenging to model such a concept in the context of computing software systems. In this work, we use the term node to refer to a software system that can either work alone, or as one individual in a networked group of different systems. Drawing on Neisser's notions on the self-awareness from the psychology domain, different capabilities of computational self-awareness have been codified [31] . As illustrated below, each self-aware capability captures distinct knowledge that a software system would need in order to perform self-adaptation and self-expression at certain degree:
• Stimulus-awareness: A software system is stimulusaware, if it has knowledge of stimuli. The software system is not able to distinguish between the sources of stimuli. It does not have knowledge of past/future stimuli, but enables the ability in a software system to respond to events. It is a prerequisite for all other capabilities of self-awareness. • Time-awareness: A software system is time-aware if it has knowledge of historical and/or likely future phenomena. Implementing time-awareness may involve the software system possessing an explicit memory, capabilities of time series modeling and/or anticipation. • Interaction-awareness: A software system is interaction-aware if it has knowledge that stimuli and its own actions form part of interactions with other systems and the environment. It has knowledge via feedback loops that its actions can provoke, generate or cause specific reactions from the environment. It enables a software system to distinguish between other nodes of software systems and environments. Simple interaction-awareness may just enable a software system to reason about individual interactions.
More advanced interaction-awareness may involve the possessing knowledge of social structures such as communities or network topology. In this work, from the pattern's perspective, we strictly treat interaction awareness with respect to the different nodes of software systems and/or the environment, and thus the internal information about interactions between different elements within a single software system is not considered as knowledge of interaction.
• Goal-awareness: A software system is goal-aware if it has knowledge of current goals, objectives, preferences and constraints. It is important to note that there is a difference between a goal existing implicitly in the design of a software system, and it having knowledge of that goal in such a way that it can reason about it. The former does not describe goalawareness; the latter does. Example implementations of such knowledge in a software system include state based goals (i.e. knowing what is a goal state and what is not) and utility based goals (i.e. having a utility or objective function). • Meta-self-awareness: A software system is metaself-aware if it has knowledge of its own capability(ies) of awareness and the degree of complexity with which the capabilities(ies) are exercised. Such awareness permits a software system to reason about the benefits and costs of maintaining a certain capability of awareness (and degree of complexity with which it exercises this capability).
V. Self-Awareness Architectural Patterns
While the notions of self-awareness can be well conceptualized with respect to a software system, domain experts, i.e., the software and system engineers, would still need more concrete guideline on how those concepts can be modeled within their specific domain. This urges the need of documenting the self-awareness as architectural patterns when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems. An architectural pattern refers to an architectural problem-solution pair for a given domain, which, in the context of self-aware software systems, means that they are linked to the capabilities of self-awareness. Our previously proposed self-awareness architectural patterns [8] [10] [11] [12] have been showing great potential in engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems, In such context, different capabilities of computational self-awareness enable capability of the systems to obtain and react upon certain knowledge, which could be either about its own states or about the environment. The patterns provide a formal way to ensure that only relevant capabilities of self-awareness are included, and their inclusion justified by identified benefits. There is no need for a system to become unnecessarily complex, learning and maintaining self-awareness capabilities which do nothing to advance the outcomes for that system, generating only overhead. Each of the self-awareness architectural patterns is decentralized by design. That is, structurally they resemble a peer-to-peer network of interconnecting selfaware nodes, varying only in the number of the capabilities and the type of interconnection between them. Such a decentralized expression can easily illustrate the case of the centralized software system. In this section, we provide an overview of these well-defined patterns with selected examples. Physical connector (control) Fig. 1 : The basic notations for self-awareness architectural patterns.
A. Notations
In general, an architecture of software system consists of two fundamental elements, the component and connector, which are described as below [8] :
• Component: A smaller and more manageable part of a software system, which is often divided based on requirements, functionality and purpose. • Connector: A bridge that represents the possible interaction between components and the multiplicity involved.
The uniqueness of the self-awareness architectural patterns is that, the component is replaced by the notion of capability of self-awareness, sensoring and actuating, in which case they are not necessarily to be a one-toone mapping. In other words, depending on the context, two or more capabilities are combined and realized in one component; or one capability is implemented in separate components. The basic notations used to describe the patterns are depicted in Figure 1 .
In particular, the connectors are used to express the physical and logical interactions, which have different notations: (i) the physical connector, which means there is a direct interaction between the components, and each component is required to directly interact with the others. Notably, the physical connectors are further divided into two types. The first type, expressed red arrow, particularly refers to the interactions for different capabilities of the self-awareness (e.g., goal and time-awareness); in contrast, the second type, denoted by black solid arrows, represents the interactions for the self-awareness of the same capability (e.g., the interaction-awareness from different interacting software systems). (ii) The logical connectors do not require direct interaction, but rather the data or control in the interaction is sent/received through the sensors and actuators, which have the physical connector. For instance, self-expression and self-adaptation might be logically required to reach consensus amongst different nodes, but such interaction is physically realized through Sensors and Actuators. Note that the Sensors and Actuators can be either external or internal, where the former refers to the case that information/control is aimed for external nodes; while the latter means such data/control exchange only happen internally at the current node. The benefit of additionally introducing the logical connector is that, for example, when designing a capability of self-awareness where the communication protocol is not needed, the pattern can still show that the software system needs to interact with the others. Thus, this provides the engineers with a more precise view on the architecture.
The multiplicity operators are used to represent how many concrete components (which may realize one or more capabilities of self-awareness), including those from different nodes of software systems, are involved in the interaction. In the self-awareness architectural patterns, there are three types of multiplicity operators (denoted as Mul_Op):
• + expresses that the number of components that realize the same capability in the interaction is restricted to at least one. • 1 indicates that one and only one component that realizes the same capability is permitted. • * indicates that zero, one or many components that realize the capability specified is permitted in the interaction
B. The Patterns
Drawing on the feasible combinations of the self-aware capabilities, we have previously documented eight welldefined patterns for engineering self-aware software systems [8] . In a nutshell, these patterns are summarized as below:
• Basic Pattern: containing stimulus awareness. • Basic Information Sharing Pattern: containing stimulus and interaction awareness. • Coordinated Decision-making: containing stimulus and interaction awareness (with additional connections to external nodes). • Temporal Knowledge Sharing Pattern: containing stimulus, interaction and time awareness. • Temporal Knowledge Aware Pattern: containing stimulus and time awareness. • Goal Sharing Pattern: containing stimulus, interaction and goal awareness. • Temporal Goal Aware Pattern: containing stimulus, time and goal awareness. • Fully Self-Aware Pattern: containing stimulus, interaction, time and goal awareness. Noteworthily, the meta-self-awareness is considered as an optional capability, and thereby it is not explicitly coded into a particular given pattern. Each pattern was documented using standard pattern template [32] as follows. • Consequences: A narration of the outcome of applying the pattern • Example: Instance of the pattern in real applications or systems In the following, we elaborate on two patterns as examples, the more comprehensive specification can be found in our handbook [8] .
1) Temporal Knowledge Aware Pattern: Problem/-Motivation: The knowledge of timing enables the capability of proactive adaptation and potentially, better adaptation quality. However, the other capability of awareness, e.g., interaction, might not be a unnecessarity, therefore it could affect the self-aware system as it is suffering unnecessary overhead.
Solution: As shown in Figure 2 , in this pattern, the knowledge of timing enables the capability of proactive adaptation and potentially, better adaptation quality, which is specifically supported via time-awareness. The Temporal Knowledge Aware pattern incorporates only time-awareness working in conjunction with stimulus awareness, which eliminate the unnecessary overhead introduced by the other capabilities of self-awareness, i.e., the goal, interaction and meta-self awareness may not be needed.
Consequences: This pattern also exhibits limitation, for example, there are scenarios where the software and system engineers is uncertain about whether the lack of environmental information could affect the modeling of timing knowledge. This highly depends on the concrete time-series prediction technique in the time-awareness capability. An inappropriate use of certain time-series prediction technique could result in low accuracy, which eventually affect the quality of adaptation. As a result, the decision of which time-series prediction technique to be used is critical and the engineers are recommended to consult experts of time-series modeling, when applying this pattern. It should be noted that this pattern does not cater for changing goals and their related reasoning. That is, they assume the goal of the software system is known at design-time and statically encoded in the system, without the opportunity to modify and reason about at run-time.
Example: A concrete example of where this pattern is applied could be for the cloud environment where resource is sharing via Virtual Machine (VM) on each node of software system. In this context, by leveraging the historical usage of resources, time-series prediction would be able to predict the demand of VMs on a node of software system for the nearly future, which assists proactive provisioning of resource and potentially, prevents requirements violation and/or resource exhaustion.
2) Temporal Goal Aware Pattern: Problem/Motivation: The knowledge of goals and time together might not necessarily to be shared amongst nodes, especially in cases where the optimization of local goals could lead to acceptable global optimum. As a result, the presence of interaction awareness capability could cause extra overhead on the system. Solution: As shown in Figure 3 , in the temporal goal aware pattern, the goal-awareness provides explicit capability to reason about and even modify the goal at runtime, which offers further guarantee on the optimality of certain goals. However, the knowledge of goals and time might not necessarily to be shared amongst different software systems, especially in cases where the optimization of local goals could lead to acceptable global optimum. As a result, the presence of interaction awareness could cause extra overhead on the system. Specifically, in this pattern there is no notion of 'sharing' information as the software system is not aware of any interactions and therefore not aware of the presence of the other nodes. It is worth noting that the absence of interaction awareness does not mean there is no interaction-the software system and the environment could still interact with each other, but it merely does not aware of the details involved in the process.
Consequences: A major limitation of this pattern is the removal of interaction awareness, especially when the goal-awareness is present, implies that different nodes of software systems could be in inconsistent state. The engineers should carefully verify that such situation would not result in violations of system requirements. In addi- tion, the self-expression and self-adaptation on a software system could not use any information from others when making decisions.
Example: Example application domain of the pattern could be: for adaptive web application in a centralized mode, in which case there is only a single software system exist, and thus no interaction is needed. Another more complex example is when orchestrating fully decentralized harmonic synchronization amongst different mobile devices, which requires each node of software system to aware of stimulus, time and goal but not necessarily interaction. In such case, each software system receives phase and frequency updates from the others or the environment, and reacts upon based on its own time and goal information. This is a typical example where there are occurrences of interaction, but no occurrences of interaction awareness; because a single software system only aware of the incoming phase and frequency updates but it has no knowledge of where they come from.
C. Guideline on Selecting Patterns and Underlying Algorithms/Techniques
In our handbook [8] , we have codified a comprehensive guideline that assists the software engineers to select the self-awareness architectural patterns and the underlying algorithms/techniques that realize each capability. In a nutshell, the selection of patterns and algorithm/techniques follows the general processes of ATAM [33] , which is a well-know methodology on design selection, such that the choice is made based on qualitative assessment and quantitative evaluation, supported by simulation and profiling.
As shown in Figure 4 , the overall guideline is an iterative process, in which the selection of pattern and the underlying algorithms/techniques can be continuously refined based on the profiling results. The final outcome, after a satisfied number of iteration, would be the instantiation of 
Category
Example Expertise Representations Methodology RUP [34] , agile [35] , SSADM [36] , SCURM [37] , ... Concept technical debt [38] , code smell [39] , software entropy [40] , feature creep [41] , ... Model feature model [42] , goal model [43] , UML [44] , Markov model [45] , Petri net [46] , queuing model [47] , I* [48] , viewpoints model [49] , design patterns [50] , ... Documentation SLA [51] , requirement documents [52] , user manual, configuration files, API documents, software and system specifications, ... Program source code of one (or more) programming language, library invocation and dependency, ... Assumption past problem instances and experiences, insights from peer and users discussions, ... a selected self-awareness architectural pattern with chosen underlying algorithms/techniques for self-awareness. Due to limited space, we advice interested readers to our handbook [8] for detailed information.
VI. A Framework on Synergizing Domain Expertise with Self-Awareness

A. Representations of Engineers' Domain Expertise
It is important to distinguish domain information and domain expertise, the former is not necessarily equivalent to the latter. In general, domain information can refer to the physical or logical constraints that are naturally intuitive for a given domain, e.g., the resources, space or time. In contrast, domain expertise is associated with nontrivial human reasoning and extraction of knowledge using specialized engineering skills and tools, e.g., design models, formatted documents or even concepts, combining with the domain information. Domain expertise, particularly that from the software and system engineers, can be represented in various forms. For the simplicity of exposition, we use the following terminology to explain the concepts:
• Expertise Representation: Expertise representation is generally abstract, which can be further refined and customized for expressing the domain expertise that captures domain knowledge for a specific case. These are often the general skills and tools that are familiarized by a software and system engineer. For example, feature model is a representation of the expertise, which is commonly used by software and system engineers, and it can be applied to a wide range of application domains within each of which the representation would be speciflized into particular instance. • Category of Expertise Representation: This refers to a group of expertise representations that share similar nature, e.g., feature model, UML models and goal model are all design models.
Clearly, an expertise representation can be specialized into different instances that share the same structure, rules and semantics, but each can capture/be tailored to handle different knowledge about the domain. Drawing on the recent survey about what expertise knowledge has been considered in practically engineering selfawareness [22] [23], we provides a classification, as shown in Table I , to categorize the most commonly used expertise representations when engineering software systems 1 . Each of the categories are explained as follows.
Methodology: This refers to the systematic specification and analysis methods that are applied to abstract the expertise and represent it to aid the development of software systems. An expertise representation can be considered in this category if all of the following criteria are met: -It covers all or nearly all the phases in engineering a software system. -It contains specific methods, rules, postulates, procedures, or processes to manage a software or system project. -It involves description about the roles of different stakeholders in the engineering process, e.g., analysts, designers and testers. Concept: This includes the intents, drivers/forces and motivations that derive the knowledge/expertise capture and representation. An expertise representation stands as a Concept if all of the following criteria are met: -It represents an abstract idea or generic notion in mind that captures some common, yet justifiable phenomena of different instances in software and system engineering. -It aims to describe an idea or notion in a 'plain' way that is intuitive and close to the general understanding of human. -It is a widely recognised practice and turth in the engineering process. Model: This involves the standard for abstracting the expertise; it can systematically capture at least certain aspects of a software system, which are mainly utilized during the analysis and design phases. An expertise representation belongs to Model if all of the following criteria are met: -It contains a formal notation or language to describe how knowledge about the software system can be captured. -It can represent certain aspects of the software system and the relationships between them. -It is a more formal way of representing concept(s).
-It is often illustrated in a graphical manner. Documentation: This refers to artifacts that document and express the metadata for the representations of expertise, specifying scope and constrains, uses, antiuses, etc., with an aim to be understandable for different stakeholders (e.g., end users, managers). An expertise representation belongs to Documentation if all of the following criteria are met: -It contains metadata provided on paper, online, on digital or analog media. -It aims to illustrate data or represent agreement between parties for the software system. -It is entirely (or mostly) based on 'plain' textual language of human. Program: This involves the expertise representations that actually enable the software system to run. An expertise representation is related to Program if the following criterion is met: -It is related to the source code that enables the execution of the software system. Assumption: This refers to the expertise representations that are directly derived from the subjective beliefs and experience of the software and system engineers. An expertise representation can be considered in this category if all of the following criteria are met: -It is a general belief about the software system derived from specific instances. -It represents the sense of expectation on certain aspects of the software system, which is not guaranteed to be true. The above classification does not aim to be exhaustive, but they serve as a general guideline that covers majority of the cases. It may be possible that a given representations of expertise can fit more than one categories, in which case it is the engineer's decision on which one is more suitable. Similarly, it is also possible that a representation cannot be fitted into the classes above. In such case, the representation can form an additional category (e.g., Other category), which can then be considered under the criteria of structurability and tangibility that we will elaborate below.
B. Structurability and Tangibility
Different representations of expertise can be structural or non-structural, tangible or non-tangible. In particular, a structural representation means that the organization of its information follows specific rules, or semantics; otherwise, it is said to be non-structural. Specifically, a given representations of expertise is structural if all of the following criteria can be satisfied: -Its organization and arrangement of the internal elements (and their relations) form some repeatable patterns. -It can be specialized into as case dependent variants, which, although different, can still be derived from the same core. observing; or otherwise it is non-tangible. Again, a representation of expertise is tangible if all of the following criteria can be satisfied: -It can be directly seen or touched to understand the information it holds. -It comes with digital or physical media.
According to the above criteria, in Figure 5 , we further taxonomize the 6 categories of expertise representations depending on their nature with respect to the above criteria of structurability and tangibility. The taxonomy provides a more intuitive way for the engineers to understand how a category can be linked to these two properties. However, it is worth noting that any given expertise representation can be assigned using the above criteria.
It is clear that expertise representations in the category of Model and Program are both structural and tangible, because of them meet all the criteria mentioned above. On the other extreme, representations in the category of Assumption and Concept, as the name suggests, are both non-structural and non-tangible, because they often cannot be derived from the same pattern, and cannot be directly seen or interacted with, which have failed to meet the criteria for being structural and tangible.
Documentation contains expertise representations that can be directly seen and comes with a media, thereby they are tangible, but they could be structural or nonstructural; for example, Service Level Agreement (SLA) and API documents also satisfy the three criteria of being structural. In contrast, requirement documents and user manuals are non-structural, whose content is documented by natural language and thereby fail to meet the criterion that there are variants, but can be derived from the same common ground.
The category of Methodology would have expertise representations that are non-tangible as they cannot be directly observed. Yet again, they could be structural or non-structural. For instance, SSADM is a rather structural methodology and it satisfies all three criteria. In contrast, SCRUM , which is a form of Agile methodology, does not contain explicit, step-by-step information about its internal structure due to the need of being flexible. Therefore, 
Category Example Expertise Representations Capabilities of Self-Awareness
Methodology SSADM [36] stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self SCURM [37] stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self Concept technical debt [38] time and goal code smell [39] stimulus, time and goal software entropy [40] time and goal feature creep [41] stimulus, time and goal Model feature model [42] stimulus, time and goal goal model [43] stimulus, time and goal UML [44] stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self Petri net [46] stimulus, time, interaction and goal Markov model [45] stimulus, time, interaction and goal queuing model [47] stimulus, time and goal design pattern [50] stimulus and goal Documentation SLA [51] stimulus, time and goal requirement documents [52] stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self API stimulus and goal Program source code stimulus, time, interaction and goal library invocation and dependency stimulus, time and goal Assumption past problem instances and experiences stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self insights from peer and users discussions stimulus, time, interaction, goal and meta-self SCRUM is said to be non-structural.
C. Relation Between Expertise Representations and Capabilities of Self-Awareness
Expertise representations can be possibly synergized to inform, enrich and/or refine the capabilities of selfawareness depending on the domains, and guided by the specific design of expertise representations. In Table II , we illustrate some examples of the possible synergies with respect to the categories presented previously.
Given the openness of certain categories of expertise representations (e.g., Methodology and Assumption), the domain expertise can be potentially synergized to benefit all the possible capabilities of self-awareness. For example, the SCURM methodology can help to better understand the engineering process of the algorithms that realize certain self-awareness. In addition, the methodology also cover the management between incremental development and operation phase, which, for instance, can assist the meta-self-awareness to collect suitable data about the applicability of other self-awareness as the software system runs, and thereby provide readily available information to be discussed again in the next phase of incremental development.
For other cases, on the other hand, domain expertise knowledge can be only useful to certain capabilities. For example, domain knowledge expressed using feature models would be useful for stimulus-, time-and goalawareness, but can be of limited help for interaction and meta-self-awareness. This is because it neither expresses information on the interactions between nodes of software systems, nor provides foundations to reason about the needs of different self-awareness capabilities.
Consider the case of self-awareness for safety-critical systems, where the architects and designers may have accumulated knowledge in relation to a said domain, captured and modeled using model-driven approaches at various levels of granularity and aspects, e.g. state diagrams in UML. State information can be particularly useful for modeling the events, states and the behaviors of the selfawareness at different capabilities, where knowledge of runtime events and changes in states can be important input for stable self-adaptive and aware actions. The software and system engineers may synergize the accumulated knowledge with the self-awareness. Therefore the UML can be a source of domain expertise for all capabilities of selfawareness.
Another example can be related to goal modeling. In particular, goal modeling and its various refinements can be synergized with the benefit of goal-awareness. The objective, for example, is to dynamically analyze the satisifcation of that goal, areas and traces within the model that requires refinements and further elaboration to meet the goal objectives, actions that relate to relaxing an idealistic goal due to the wrong or inflated assumptions about the environment etc. This can be supported by synergizing the goal model with the stimulus-and time-awareness which would enable better goal reasoning. However, the goal model itself does not often express information on interaction.
As mentioned, capturing and modeling the knowledge, expressed via domain expertise, can take forms of structured or unstructured and tangible or non-tangible, which is heavily influenced by the available representations of domain expertise for the engineering of the self-aware and self-adaptive software system. Arguably, the structured and tangible expertise representations are often more systematic means and disciplined approaches, while unstructured and non-tangible ones can be naturally flexible for probing, learning and cross-fertilisation of expertise. In this regard, the structurability and tangibility can affect the design difficulty of synergy, as we will discuss in Section VI-E.
It is worth noting that the examples here are merely for guideline on the possible synergies, they do not restrict that one has to follow a specific synergy if both the expertise representation and the related capability of selfawareness are available. Whether a synergy is needed, as well as the level and form of such synergy (as we discuss in the following) are highly domain dependent.
D. Levels of Domain Expertise Synergy
Generally, the information contained by an expertise representation can be synergized with a capability of self-awareness at different extents. However, given the complexity of expertise representation, as well as the underlying algorithms/techniques for self-awareness, the synergy of expertise with self-aware software system may required to be automatic depending on the level.
In the following, we distinguish four different levels of expertise synergy with a self-aware and self-aware capability, according to the aspects listed as below:
• Motivation: A scenario where the level is required • Criteria: A set of criteria classifies the synergy to a particular level. • Description: A general elaboration of the characteristics of the level • Example: An instance where the level has been used 1) Level 0 of Synergy: Motivation: This is the level such that there is no actual domain expertise synergy, but could merely utilize nature information about the problem, which is often applicable to a small number of cases where the self-awareness can be fully enabled by using nature information of the problem.
Criteria: Since this is the most basic level of synergy (i.e., no synergy at all), and thus there are no criteria for this level, as in essence, any realization of the selfawareness is at least level 0.
Description: Here, the engineers may not (or only trivially) reason about the problem and thus there may be no expertise representations. The underlying algorithm and technique that realize a capability of self-awareness does not use any information derived from the domain expertise. However, it is important to recall that the domain information does not necessarily equivalent to the domain expertise, as it can merely refer to the nature information of the problem in which case there is still no synergy. At this level, the synergy is a manual process.
Example: Considering a distributed system, where there is a machine learning algorithm that learns what are the important nodes to be tuned, but if the nodes are simply taken from whatever nodes that are currently running, then here, nature information of the problem (the available nodes) is used in stimulus-awareness. However, there is a lack of human reasoning involved (thus no domain expertise). Therefore, in such case, we still have level 0 of domain expertise synergy.
2) Level 1 of Synergy: Motivation: Apart from the nature information, which is often naturally intuitive with the problems, software and system engineering involves many cases where the detailed information is not obvious, and can only be made available through the expertise of engineers, together with various tools and methods.
Criteria: Specifically, the synergy is at level 1 if the following criterion is met: -The expertise representation is specialized through indepth reasoning according to the software system to be built. Description: This is the most common level where there is limited domain expertise synergy. Here, the engineers do reason about the problem and there are certain expertise representations. However, there is no, or only trivial, machine reasoning on the reasoned expertise representation that aims to extract more meaningful information for a capability of self-awareness (and the underlying algorithm/technique), which is the key step to sufficiently synergize the expertise. At this level, the synergy can be either a manual or automatic process.
Example: For example, the produced feature model design is a representation of expertise after careful human reasoning, but if the goal-awareness simply embed all the features form the model to optimize, then it is clearly a level 1 of domain expertise synergy, as some information about the human reasoning are used (the features) while there is no further, non-trivial reasoning about the feature model itself.
3) Level 2 of Synergy: Motivation: The expertise representation produced by extensive human reasoning is likely to be complicated and large, which may be an inevitable result for the software system that is built and evolved over years. In such case, the useful information contained in the expertise representation becomes blurred and difficult to be used directly.
Criteria: The synergy is at level 2 if all of the following criteria are met: -The expertise representation is specialized through in-depth human reasoning according to the software system to be built. -There is a non-trivial automatic process that extracts information from the expertise representation for the software system. Description: In this level, the engineers are required to reason about the problem and produce certain representations of their expertise. There is also a need to further automatic machine reasoning, which further extracts and synergizes the useful information of the reasoned expertise representation with the underlying algorithm and techniques for realizing self-awareness and self-adaptivity. However, the underlying algorithms and techniques do not need to be aware of the information about the expertise; they may operate as if there is no such information.
Example: For example, an engineer may reason about and produce a feature model, then, the model would be further reasoned and extracted, such that the irrelevant features for optimizing the software system are ruled out in the capability of goal-awareness. However, from the perspective of the search algorithm, it does not aware that the given features to tune has been tailored by the experts' specialized knowledge; it would merely operate as if those features were selected arbitrarily. 4) Level 3 of Synergy: Motivation: While most algorithm/techniques would work without changing their internal structure, it is often the case that when their internal components are tailored specifically with the extracted domain expertise, the expected results can be largely improved. Such a process is not essential, but desirable.
Criteria: In particular, the synergy is at level 3 if all of the following criteria are met:
-The expertise representation is specialized through in-depth human reasoning according to the software system to be built. -There is a non-trivial automatic process that extracts information from the expertise representation for the software system. -The internal components of the algorithm is tailored, such that it can directly exploit the information extracted from the expertise representation. Description: This is the highest level of domain expertise synergy. Here, both human reasoning and automatic machine reasoning on the representation of expertise are needed. In addition, the underlying algorithm and technique for realizing self-awareness and self-adaptivity needs to be tailored in a way that it can be aware of the experts' specialized knowledge, and thus promote more explicit reactions and exploitation of the expertise. This often implies a non-trivial consolidation to the internal components of the algorithm and techniques, which would make them less general but being more specific to the given problem.
Example: Considering a queuing model, which is analyzed and designed by the engineers, can be synergized with a tailored machine learning algorithm to offer better awareness of goal. In this case, the machine learning algorithm is aware of the expertise expressed in the queuing model, such that the training and updating mechanism can be tailored by the queuing model, which can clearly influence the accuracy of learning.
It is worth noting that for all levels, self-awareness and self-adaptivity are still achieved through the underlying algorithms and techniques, but their behaviors are guided by varying the amount of information about the engineers' domain expertise, as constrained by the corresponding level of domain expertise synergy.
Generally, it is expected that a higher level of synergy would lead to better quality of self-awareness, and eventually, better results of self-adaptation. This is because the underlying algorithm and technique can be guided, or even consolidated, with the information of domain expertise to fit with the domain problem better. To support quantitative reasoning on the potential benefit on different levels of synergy, each level can be assigned a numeric score as below:
where the value are normalized into the range between 1 and 2 to assure numeric stability. Of course, this relies on the assumption that the given domain expertise is sufficiently proficient, as immature expertise, e.g., that from a naive or inexperienced engineer, would likely to mislead the algorithms and techniques for self-awareness and self-adaptivity. To reflect on this, within the methodology we introduce in Section VIII, the engineers are asked to weight their proficiency on the expertise representation and the underlying algorithms for self-awareness, based on which a more inform decision of the synergy can be made.
E. Difficulty of Designing Synergy of Domain Expertise
The design of the synergizing domain expertise with a self-aware capability can be either of specific or general forms. In the specific case, one needs to analyze and reason about a particular instance of expertise representation (e.g., a design of feature model), and synergize it with a specific algorithm/technique (or any algorithms/techniques of the same type) that realizes self-awareness and self-adaptivity. In the general case, the synergy needs to operate on a different instance of expertise representation, e.g., it works on any design instance of the feature model, and any algorithms/techniques of the same type. Undoubtedly, these forms do not applied on the level 0 of synergy.
It is clear that designing the general synergy would impose greater difficulty than the specific one, as wider range of the possible instances under the expertise representation needs to be considered. Here, the difficulty also serves as a general indicator of the cost in terms of labour, time and resource, therefore it is a crucial factor to consider when synergizing domain expertise. Within each of the two forms of synergies, the relative degrees of design difficulty varies depending on the levels of expertise synergy, as well as the structurability and tangibility of the expertise representation involved. Depending on different situiations, the relative level of difficulty and the associated numeric scores have been illustrated in Figure 6 2 . The design difficulty for level 0 of synergy is constantly set as 1, i.e., they are at most as hard as level 1 synergy even considering different forms, as there is no actual synergy at all.
As we can see, at level 1, the synergy shares similar design difficulty regardless to the structurability and tangibility, because at this level the main difficulty is related to the human reasoning of the domain knowledge, which is part of the tasks that the engineers have to do regardless whether there is a synergy. In particular, the algorithms and techniques for realizing self-awareness and selfadaptivity are directly exploited to the domain, rendering the actual synergy of expertise relatively straightforward. At level 2, the synergy becomes more difficult in general. Fig. 6 : Design difficulty and the related score of expertise synergy with respect to the levels, structurability and tangibility. w denotes the weight (w ∈ [1, 2] ) that distinguishes the difficulty between general and specific form of synergy for all cases. level 0 always has a difficulty score of 1.
Particularly, the design difficulty becomes higher as the related expertise representation is non-structural. This is because here, the underlying algorithms and techniques do not required to be aware of the domain expertise, thus the tangibility is less important. However, machine reasoning on the given expertise representation is necessary, therefore the domain expertise needs to be made structural for the automatic reasoning and synergy to take place. Such an extra processing of structuring could impose additional design difficulty. Finally, at level 3, the expertise representation needs to be both structural and tangible, and thereby for expertise representation that belongs to the category of Assumption or Concept, additional efforts need to be conducted on both structuralization and tangibilization, rendering it as the most difficult case of synergy. Relatively, structuralization is more complex and difficult than tangibilization, as the former often requires in-depth and high proficiency on the expertise representation, while the latter, can be as simply as translating and documenting the concepts.
Each case is assigned a numeric score to add quantitative values in the design process. The scores have been normalized into the range between 1 and 2, which can be used directly in the methodology discussed in Section VIII. w is the normalized weight (between 1 and 2) that distinguishes the difficulty between general and specific form of synergy (e.g., 2 for general and 1.5 for specific) as provided by the engineers. Such a weight applied to all possible synergy under consideration when engineering a self-aware and self-adaptive software system.
Indeed, the actual synergy approach is highly domain dependent, relying on the selected underlying algorithms/techniques for self-awareness, the expertise representa- tion that is available and the other constraint as well as requirements. Nevertheless, given the information about the expertise representation and the expected level of domain expertise synergy, the degree of design difficulty offers the engineers with intuitive guidelines and information on the likely barriers. This arises the opportunity for them to rethink and even refine the level of expertise synergy at the design stage, considering the trade-off between efforts and the expected quality. To demonstrate such in details, in Section IX, we elaborate examples of the synergy approaches within the contexts of three diverse case studies.
VII. Embedding Synergy of Domain Expertise into the Self-Awareness Patterns We now illustrate how the notions of domain expertise representations and their synergies in the proposed framework can be embedded with the capabilities of selfawareness, which are collectively expressed using the selfawareness patterns.
A. Capabilities of Self-Awareness in the Patterns with Explicit Domain Expertise
The pervasively proposed self-awareness architectural patterns, as discussed in Section V, can be enriched based on the proposed synergy framework in Section VI. Figure 7 shows the general capabilities of self-awareness, which underpins the self-awareness architectural patterns, with explicit links to different expertise representations. Such a generally enrichment can be instantiated into diverse instances, depending on the available expertise representation, the selected pattern and the required synergy. Clearly, for a particular domain, there can be more than one expertise representation (from the same or different categories), but only one specialized instance of an expertise representation exists at a time. Those expertise representations, depending on their categories, may or may not undergo structuralization and tangibilization. Importantly, an expertise representation needs to be synergized with at least one capability of self-awareness (e.g, time, goal) and its underlying algorithm/technique. On the other hand, there is no cap on the maximum number of self-awareness capabilities that it can transpose to; it is possible that an expertise representation may be synergized with all the capabilities of self-awareness. According to Figure 6 , each synergy can express the expected level involved, as well as the form and the design difficulty, which are separated by semicolon. Noteworthily, it is important to distinguish level 0 of synergy and no domain information is required. The former has no synergy but the natural information of the problem may still be used. The latter refers to no information is used in a self-aware capability. With the enriched pattern, level 0 is still expressed, but without showing the selection of form and the difficulty level. This becomes much more intuitive when instantiating the enriched selfawareness pattern with explicit domain expertise, which we elaborate in the following section.
B. Examples of Instantiating the Patterns with Explicit Domain Expertise
In Figure 8 , we illustrate an example where the Information Sharing pattern and the related algorithms and techniques have been chosen. Then, following the general pattern from Figure 7 , the Information Sharing pattern can be instantiated with explicit domain expertise and the related synergies in different ways, among which Figure 8 is one candidate. In this example, the expertise representation is a design of the Petri net that contains rich domain expertise about the concurrency, transitions between conditions etc. This is particularly useful for the interaction awareness and the underlying algorithm/technique, which can enable a level 2 synergy of domain expertise. Specifically, the actual synergy can vary, for example, suppose a machine learning algorithm underpins the level of interaction awareness to learns the likely under-utilized node for assigning more workloads. The designed Petri net provides strong domain expertise about the features (conditions), which can be further parsed automatically to form a more relevant set of features. Finally, the resulted feature set is learned by the machine learning algorithm. This is clearly a level 2 of synergy, as there are both human and machine reasoning on the expertise representation, yet the machine learning algorithm itself does not know the fact that the given feature set was derived from domain expertise. There is no link between a design of the Petri net and stimulus awareness, which means no information is ever used for stimulus. As expressed in the figure, the form of synergy is specific, which means only a design of Petri net needs to be synergized with the capability of self-awareness. Given that the Petri net belongs to the category of Model that is both structural and tangible (as seen from Figure 5 ), there is no additional structuralization and tangibilization. The design difficulty of synergy is considered as 'easy' according to Figure 6 . In contrast, if the expected level of domain expertise synergy was level 1 or level 3, then the design difficulty would becomes 'very easy' or 'moderate', respectively. Figure 9 shows a slightly more complicated example, in which the Goal Sharing pattern and the related algorithms and techniques have been selected. In this example, the Goal Sharing pattern can be instantiated with two aspects of domain expertise that are of different expertise representations and from distinct categories. Again, there could be different ways of synergies depending on the form and level, within which Figure 9 illustrates only one candidate. Specifically, the design of queuing model is clearly a type of model while the requirement document belongs to the Documentation category. There are three synergies of domain expertise, each of which belongs to a different level. At the simplest form, the queuing model can create a level 1 of synergy with stimulus awareness, which represent limited synergy of expertise. This can be, for example, the feature components of the model serves directly as the detection points of any stimulus from the software systems, and therefore no extra reasoning and analysis conducted on the produced queuing model. Another synergy of the queuing model is related to the goal-awareness, which can be of level 2. Here, certain parameters in the designed queuing model may be changed dynamically, either by a deterministic or machine learning algorithm. The tailored model, in turn, acts as the function to evaluate an adaptation solution within a search algorithm that optimizes toward the optimality of a goal. Such extra reasoning conducted on the queuing model has promoted the synergy to level 2.
The requirements document can require a relatively more complex, level 3 synergy with the goal-awareness. For example, the negotiated requirement document may be further analyzed using techniques for natural language processing, then, the results are synergized with the internal structure of a search algorithm, e.g., to form tailored operators. In this way, the synergized expertise is fully aware by the underlying algorithm that realizes goalawareness, and can explicitly react to the knowledge of expertise, which is aligned with the criteria of level 3. Again, those missing links between an expertise representation and a capability of self-awareness implies that there is no information to be used at all.
In this case, the queuing model can be linked with specific form of synergies while the requirements document requires the general form, in which case any given formats and designs of the requirements document needs to be synergized with the self-awareness capability, and thus it is relatively harder. The relative design difficulty for all three synergies can be distinguishable using Figure 5 and 6. A queuing model is both structural and tangible, and thus no extra processes are needed, therefore the level 1 synergy has a design difficulty of 'very easy' while the level 2 one is classified as 'easy'. The synergy of a requirements document is more complex, as it belongs to the Documentation category and it is tangible but nonstructural. As a result, given the required synergy of level 3, the relative design difficulty is 'very hard'. Note that since the requirements document requires general forms for its two synergies, they are likely to be more difficult than the specific one for the queuing model.
VIII. Methodology for Selecting Different Ways of Domain Expertise Synergies and Levels
Drawing on the synergy framework, in this section, we codify a detailed methodology that can assist the quantitative design on the synergy of domain expertise when engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software systems.
A. Step 1: Selecting Patterns and Algorithms
The first step is to determine which is the suitable architectural pattern for self-awareness and the underlying algorithms/techniques that realize the self-aware capabilities. As mentioned in Section V, we have proposed a handbook, together with a comprehensive guideline to guide the engineer to make such selections. A more thorough explanation and case studies can be found in the handbook [8] .
B. Step 2: Determining the Available Representations of Expertise
The actual representation of domain expertise is highly depending on the case, and thus their diversity can vary.
However, arguably any given software and system engineering would require at least one formal representation of expertise. In this step, we ask the engineers to create a list of all available representation of the expertise based on their existing knowledge, some of which could be taken from the examples in Table I .
C. Step 3: Creating Candidate by Instantiating the Selected Enriched Pattern with Synergy of Expertise
According to the avaiable representations of expertise identified in step 2, this step aims to answer the following questions for each of these representations:
1) Which category does the expertise representation belong to? (using the criteria in Section VI-A) 2) If such representation structural? is it tangible? (using the criteria or classification in Section VI-B) 3) The expertise representation can be synergized with which algorithm/technique that realizes the selfaware capability? What is the possible level of synergy? (using the criteria in Section VI-D) 4) What is the possible form for each synergy? 5) What are the difficulty level for each synergy? (using the Figure 6 ) Noteworthily, the different synergies of expertise representations and their combinations form the possible alternative instantiations of the enrichment for the selected pattern, as shown in Section VII. In this way, step 3 aims to create a candidate set of instantiations for the enriched patterns with information about all possible ways of synergies. For example, suppose that there are two expertise representations and the chosen pattern is Information Sharing pattern which has two self-aware capabilities, if both representations needs to be synergized with all self-aware capabilities while the synergy can be at all levels and under both forms, then considering all possible combinations, the outcomes of step 3 would be 2×4 4 = 512 candidates. The final selection would be made based on the quantitative scores on both the difficulty and benefits for all the alternative candidates.
D. Step 4: Calculating the Overall Difficulty and Benefit Scores of the Candidate Synergies of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern
In this step, we aim to visualise the difficulty and benefits score for all the candidates identified from step 4 using the synergy framework. In particular, the overall difficulty of a candidate that has a total of n synergies is calculated as:
whereby d i is the original difficulty score for synergizing the corresponding expertise representation in the ith synergy. As mentioned in Section VI-E, the original difficulty score has been pre-defined according to the structurability and tangibility of the representation. The w is a normalized weight given by the engineers and it is applicable to all other synergies. p i is the proficiency on the ith synergy (normalized between 1 and 2), which covers both the expertise representation and the underlying algorithms/techniques that realize the corresponding self-aware capability. The higher proficiency, the less difficulty for achieving the synergy.
The overall expected benefit of a candidate can be computed as:
where b i is the original expected benefit score for the ith synergy, as discussed in Section VI-D. Again, w and p i is the actual form (i.e., general or specific) of the synergy and the proficiency, respectively. The higher proficiency, the larger the expected benefit.
E. Step 5: Selecting the Suitable Synergy of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern
As we can see from the example in Figure 10 , in which each candidate is an instantiation of the selected and enriched patterns with different ways of synergizing domain expertise. While some of the candidates are clearly dominated by the others, selecting one can be a trade-off decision between the difficulty and the expected benefit. The final selection would inevitably involve not only the engineers, but also other stakeholders of the software systems. However, the methodology, supported by the framework about synergy of domain expertise, their levels of difficulty and the enriched patterns, has enabled a more intuitive and quantitative visualization of all the possible alliterative in the trade-off, which in turn, providing better informed decision making when synergizing domain expertise with the self-awareness in software systems.
IX. Case Studies: Practical Applications of the
Framework, Methodology and Enriched Patterns In this section, we describe the applications of the proposed framework, the enriched patterns and the methodology in a step-by-step manner, focusing on the design decision making related to explicit synergy of the domain expertise with the capability of self-awareness. To this end, we draw on three recently proposed frameworks for selfaware and self-adaptive software systems.
A. Feature-Expertise Guided Multi-Objective Optimization for Self-Adaptive Software
Context: Self-adaptive software systems often have several non-functional quality attributes ( e.g, latency and throughput), which are difficult to manage due to the changing environment, such as workload. Those software systems are centralized, but structurally complex, i.e., there is a large number of features, complex dependencies and constraints. A typical example could be the multilayered web applications, in which the final software is often rely on a stack of third party libraries and frameworks, each of which own different adaptable features that can interplay together to influence the behaviors of the entire software system.
Problem: The objective of the first case study is, at runtime, to achieve more effective multi-objective optimization on the non-functional qualities of software systems. Clearly, in such context, self-awareness offers stronger capability for a software system to conduct more informed optimization and reasoning.
Challenges: The challenges here are two-folds: (i) it is difficult to effectively and systematically convert the design of self-adaptive systems, expressed as a feature model, to the context of a search algorithm while considering the right encoding of features in the representation of optimization. This is even more complex in the presence of feature dependencies, e.g., the cache size can only be adapted when the cache feature has been 'turned on', or, the size of a thread pool needs to be equal or greater than the number of spare threads in the pool. (ii) Optimizing multiple conflicting objectives and managing their tradeoffs are complex and challenging in self-adaptive systems, especially at run time. This is attributed to the huge number of alternative adaptation solutions that can vary with their quality for the said requirements. Moreover, the dynamic and uncertain nature of self-adaptive systems further complicates the conflicting relations between objectives, rendering the trade-off surface difficult to explore.
1) Step 1: Selecting Patterns and Algorithms:
After analyzing the requirements and following the handbook [8] , it has been identified that there is no need to have knowledge about the interactions. This is because the target software system was not aimed for distributed environment, and that it is considered as satisfactory to optimize the local goal for a single self-adaptive system. Further, the environment is not expected to actively react on the adaptation of the software system, and thus no interaction between it and the environment. There is also no need for a meta-selfawareness, because the extra overhead on reasoning about the different capability of self-awareness is unnecessary, as the requirements on the required capabilities is clear. In contrast, goal-awareness is the essential part as it permits III: The algorithms and techniques that realize the capabilities of self-awareness for the first case study.
Self-Awareness
Algorithms and Techniques stimulus awareness periodic detection time-awareness machine learning or analytical model goal-awareness evolutionary algorithm capability to reason about goal and search toward an optimal (or near-optimal) solution. Time-awareness is also important in the modeling of goal, which consolidates the capability to thoroughly evaluate, and even predict, the effectiveness of a solution during the optimization process. As a result, these have led to the conclusion that the Temporal Goal Aware pattern as the appropriate pattern for the design. The pattern has been illustrated in Figure 3 . Our primary goal is to optimize non-functional quality, and thus a vast of search algorithms are available. However, there may be an explosion of the search space for the self-adaptive system, which renders the problem as intractable. Further, it is difficult, if not possible, to obtain a precise understanding on the nature of the optimization problem beforehand and there are often multiple conflicting quality to be optimized. Drawing on those and as guided by the handbook [8] , it has been concluded that the metaheuristic algorithms, particularly the evolutionary algorithms, are promising to realize the capability of goal-awareness in the software systems. However, given the generality of a wide range of possible domains, it is expected that the solution does not tie to a specific evolutionary algorithm, rather, it should support a wide range of evolutionary algorithms. In addition, machine learning algorithms and other modeling techniques can be used to support the knowledge of time, which form the objective model that is essential in the reasoning of goal. Finally, stimulus awareness, which is the most simples capability of self-awareness, can be realized by periodic detection. A complete list of the algorithms and techniques that realize the capabilities of self-awareness involved are show in Table III. 2) Step 2: Determining the Available Representations of Expertise: In this case, the only available representation of expertise is the feature model [53] expressed as the tree structure. Such a model is widely used for software and system engineers to represent the functional variability of a software. In the context of self-adaptive software systems, the inherited concept of a feature model allows it to define the extent to which it is able to adapt at runtime (i.e., a range of variations that the software system can achieve). In particular, there is no definite constraint about the level that the feature model can cover, i.e., the features define the prominent or distinctive aspects between different variations of a software system [42] , which range from high-level architectural elements (an entire component) to low-level configurations (a specific parameter). Figure 11 shows an example of the feature model, where there are four in-branch dependencies and two cross-branch dependencies:
• Optional refers to the feature that might be 'turned off'. • Mandatory denotes core features that cannot be 'turned off'. • XOR represents the feature in a group such that exactly one group member can be 'turned on'. • OR means a group in which at least one group member needs to be 'turned on'. • F i require F j means the former can only be 'turned on' if the latter is 'turned on'. • F i exclude F j denotes two features that are symmetrically mutually exclusive.
3) Step 3: Creating Candidate by Instantiating the Selected Enriched Pattern with Synergy of Expertise:
At this step, we create all the possible ways of synergy by instantiating the enriched self-awareness architectural pattern. In particular, we answer the questions as presented in Section VIII as follows:
1) Which category does the expertise representation belong to? -Answer: Feature model belongs to the Model category. 2) If such representation structural? is it tangible? -Answer: It is both structural and tangible.
3) The expertise representation can be synergized with which algorithm/technique that realizes the selfaware capability? What is the possible level of synergy? -Answer: It needs to be synergized with all three self-aware capabilities in the enriched Temporal Goal Aware pattern. However, the synergy can only be at level 1 to the stimulus awareness but level 1 and level 2 are allowed for time awareness. For goal awareness, all levels except level 0 are possible, but level 2 and level 3 would required the synergy with time awareness to be at level 2 . 4) What is the possible form for each synergy? -Answer: Only the synergy with goal awareness can be of both specific or general form. The others are to be realized in a general form. 5) What are the difficulty level for each synergy? -Answer: According to Figure 6 , the difficulty level ranges between very easy to moderate. The above answers give us six different candidates of synergizing domain expertise represented as the enriched Fig. 13 : The difficulty and benefit scores for alternative candidates of instantiated and enriched pattern in the first case study.
Temporal Goal Aware pattern. As an example, Figure 12 illustrates one possible way of instantiating the enriched Temporal Goal Aware pattern with explicit linkage to the synergy of the expertise representation, which in this case study is a particular design of the feature model. As we can see, the synergies occur on the stimulus, goal and timeawareness and as required, they are of level 1, level 3 and level 2, respectively. Further, all synergyies are expected to be in the general forms such that they should work with any design of the feature model, depending on the actual domain. Since the feature model is clearly belongs to the category of Model, which is both structural and tangible, their design difficulties are 'very easy', 'moderate' and 'easy', respectively, according to Figure 6 . This is considered as acceptable during the design phase.
4) Step 4: Calculating the Overall Difficulty and Benefit Scores of the Candidate Synergies of Expertise under the
Chosen Pattern: For all the six candidates, their overall score with respect to both the difficulty and benefit are illustrated in Figure 13 . In particular, the w between specific and general form of synergy is set as 1.2 and 1.4, respectively, the proficiency is set as 1.8 for all synergies in a candidate.
5)
Step 5: Selecting the Suitable Synergy of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern: The candidate, as illustrated in Figure 12 , has been selected due to the expected benefit is more important than the difficulty in this case.
6) The Domain Specific Synergy Approaches: From Figure 12 , it is clear that three synergies are needed, Synergy of level 1 from feature model to stimulus awareness is straightforward, and the only tasks is to monitoring and actuating on all the features specified in the feature model. No further reasoning is needed on the feature model.
To achieve level 2 synergy with both the time and goalawareness, machine reasoning is required on the produced design of feature model. The aim is to extract more meaningful features, because clearly, some of the feature do not contribute to the variability of the software system, e.g., those mandatory features (with no XOR group), and those whose variability can be represented by the descendants or parent. To this end, we need to at first automatically grow the feature model tree such that even the features of 'on' and 'off' are presented in an XOR group. Subsequently, all the features that have more than one children in its XOR are considered as a more concise set of features to form the encoding in an evolutionary algorithm. As shown in Figure 14 , the extracted features serve as the encoded variables to be tuned in the optimization (for goal-awareness), in which each feature is associated with a set of values that correspond to its children in the XOR group. They are also the inputs to be tracked in a machine learning algorithm or analytical model over time (time-awareness). The involvement of machine learning and analytical model follows standard usage, i.e., a machine learning algorithms that continually update the model that link the encoded features to the non-functional quality objective, or an analytical model is designed upon the encoded features. However, those algorithm and technique have not been tailored to fully capture the domain expertise, as they do not go beyond simply taking the extracted features in the model. Such a fact, combined with the machine reasoning process of encoding the meaningful features and the human reasoning when producing the design of feature model, is clearly align with level 2 of synergy.
Yet, the pattern in Figure 12 requires the synergy between the design of feature model and goal-awareness is at level 3, and thus the current level 2 of synergy related to the goal-awareness is yet sufficient. As mentioned, to achieve level 3, the underlying algorithm and technique needs to be tailored in a way that it can be aware of the domain expertise, which is missing in the current level of synergy. Given the presence of complex dependencies, current evolutionary algorithms do not naturally follow those dependencies that are the human design embedded in the feature model, and therefore it is possible to inject the dependencies into the evolutionary algorithms, allowing them to generate dependencies compliant solutions. To this end, we at first need to extract the dependency chain with respect to the encoded features that enable level 2 of synergy. In a nutshell, this can be achieved by automatically parsing the feature model tree in three aspects:
• Vertical analysis helps to ensure that the in-branch relation between a feature and its parent is captured. For example, If F is a feature to be tuned and it has Optional, OR, or XOR to its parent, or it has Mandatory to its parent but has ancestors who has Optional, OR, or XOR to its parent, then, for each path from F , the closest descendant of F (if the descendant is also selected to be tuned) would have require dependency on F as it cannot be 'turn on' without the presence of F . • Horizontal refactoring ensures that elimination of some features in the optimization does not mislead the dependencies implied by the original variability. For example, suppose that F is a feature in the original feature model and that A is the closest ancestor of F that has Optional, OR, or XOR to its parent. Assuming further that A is not a feature to be tuned and that there is no feature, which exist on the path from A to F , have been selected to be tuned. Now, if F is a feature to be tuned that has Mandatory relation to its parent and it has ancestors who has Optional, OR, or XOR to its parent, then, for each path from A, the closest descendant of A (excluding F itself), which is also selected to be tuned, would have require dependency on F . This can ensure that, when such descendant is 'turn on', F would be also 'turn on'. • Cross-branch refactoring is needed when either side (or both) of the feature involved in a cross-branch dependency is not a feature to be tuned. For example, If F is a branch, then its cross-branch dependencies are migrated to those closest descendant of F that has been selected to tune, each of which follows different paths from F . Now, a complete dependency, with respect only to the meaningful features that are selected to be tuned, can be extracted. Essentially, a dependency is a constraint placed on the values of the dependent feature with respect to the chosen value of the main feature. For example, suppose that A is the set of possible values for F i , its require dependency implies the following constraint:
[off] Fig. 15 : The value trees and merging the value trees for require and exclude dependencies. The constraint in a dependency can be expressed using a value tree, where each leaf is a set of optional values constrained by the corresponding condition in a branch (i.e., the selected values of the main feature). As illustrated in Figure 15 , the value trees of different dependencies that share the same dependent features can be merged together by common set operations, i.e., union or interaction (for dependencies within an OR group), forming new levels for the newly combined value tree representing the combinatorial conditions. At this stage, the design of a feature model has been further parsed such that the information of dependencies can be readily injected into an explicitly tailored evolutionary algorithm, particularly within the reproduction process (crossover and mutation), in order to ensure dependency compliance. Intuitively, as shown in Figure 16 , when the value of a feature changed (either by mutating or swapping) during the evolution 4 , the algorithm needs to check whether its dependent feature(s) is still valid; if not, then such dependent feature(s) needs to be changed, and the same process is recursively repeated for this dependent feature. The evolutionary algorithm stops the dependency compliance process when all features' values are valid.
It is clear that the synergy is at the general form, such that any given design of feature model can be synergized using the same approach. The synergy process has led to a recently proposed general framework, namely FEMOSAA [19] , which automatically synergizes a given design of feature model with the underlying algorithm for optimizing multiple non-functional quality objectives.
7) Quantitative Experimental Setup:
In this section, we present quantitative results to evaluate the benefits of systematically synergizing expertise with self-awareness via patterns, and whether the different levels of synergy can indeed lead to different results. To this end, we compare the results on three alternative candidates from Figure 13 , each with different levels of synergy:
• level 3: the candidate that as illustrated in Figure 12 . • level 2: the candidate that achieves the synergy of the feature model with goal-awareness at level 2 (general form), such that the evolutionary algorithm does not aware of the dependency; all the other synergies remain the same as that in Figure 12 . • level 1: the candidate where there is limited synergy of domain expertise on the feature model with time and goal awareness are both at level 1 (general form), i.e., all possible features are selected to be tuned without further parsing of the feature model, and no dependency is captured by the algorithm; all the other synergies remain the same as that in Figure 12 . Since the requirement is a general form of synergy, we evaluate the approach on two different real subject software systems, namely RUBiS [54] (as web system) and SOA [55] (a service system), under two distinct categories of evolutionary algorithms, i.e., Non-dominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm II [56] (NSGA-II) and Indicator-Based Evolutionary Algorithm [57] (IBEA), for realizing goal-awareness that optimizes different conflicting quality objectives. The details of the two subject software systems can be found in Table IV . Given that the optimization occur at runtime, the setup of both algorithms have been carefully tuned, such that the mutation rate is 0.1 and crossover rate to be 0.9, with 100 population size for 10 generation. The experiment has been run 100 times to cater for the stochastic nature of the optimization. For the time-awareness, we use machine learning model [13] [58] [59] for RUBiS and the analytical model [55] [21] for SOA. The results are statistically significant as confirmed by the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (p <0.05) with non-trivial effect sizes, following the guideline provided by Kampenes et al. [60] . 8) Results: As shown in Figure 17 and 18, clearly, we see that for all cases, in contrast of the level 1, level 2 finds more solutions that are condensed to the bottomleft (top-left for SOA) corner of the objective space. This means that more advanced synergy of domain expertise helps to enable more promising results in the optimization. When comparing level 3 and level 2, the solutions are even more condensed to the ideal corner under level 3, and is of particular significance in the case of SOA due to its stronger extents of conflicts. This proves that allowing the underlying algorithm for goal-awareness to be aware of the domain expertise, although impose higher design difficulty, can be very beneficial in terms of the results. Figure 19 illustrates the mean percentage of valid solutions found, and we see that the level 3 approach achieves 100% valid solution as the evolutionary algorithm is aware of the expertise about the dependency during the evolution, which promote the ability to repair the invalid solutions into valid ones. level 2, on the other hand, do not have such a benefits but it is more likely to result in valid solutions than that of level 1. This is because the fact that it encodes more meaningful features (and thus less features) to be tuned while the latter encodes all the features in the feature model, which can hardly find valid solutions given the high number of features in the subject software systems.
B. Learning Driven Self-Adaptation with Expertise from Service Level Agreement and Technical Debt
Context: Self-adaptive software systems may subject to financial contracts with respect to its performance and resource consumption to perform adaptation. For example, a software system deployed on the Cloud Computing platform are charged on the amount of resources it consumes, and it may incur monetary penalty (or reward) for violating (or exceeding) some agreed threshold of performance. In particular, the adaptations in the target self-adaptive software systems are often expensive, or the reasoning process related to the adaptation is resource consuming, and therefore in certain cases, it could be more beneficial to not adapting.
Problem: In the second case study, we aim to dynamically determine when and whether to adapt those critical self-adaptive software systems for which adaptations can impose non-trivial cost. This again exhibits a strong requirement of self-awareness.
Challenge:
The key challenge is how to model and reason about the dynamic and uncertain cost-benefit between adapting the software system and not adapting it, then deciding on when and whether to adapt. It is required to measure the software systems not only on the achieved quality of non-functional attributes, but also, in terms of the monetary values that it generates, or carry as debts.
1)
Step 1: Selecting Patterns and Algorithms: After analyzing the requirements and following the handbook [8] , it has been concluded that there is no interaction awareness required, as the target software system was not aim for distributed environment, and that it is considered as satisfied to optimize the local goal for a single selfadaptive system. Further, the environment is not expected to actively react on the adaptation of the software system, and thus no interaction between it and the environment. There is also no need for a meta-self-awareness, because the requirements on the required capabilities is clear and that the problem itself aims to reduce the extra computations involved in the self-adaptation process, thus the TABLE V: The algorithms and techniques that realize the capabilities of self-awareness for the second case study.
Self-Awareness
Algorithms and Techniques stimulus awareness periodic detection time-awareness machine learning overhead produced by meta-self-awareness, which could be potentially high, should be better avoid. Indeed, the selfadaptive software system itself is often goal-aware due to the need of explicitly reasoning on the goals and objectives. However, for the research question we are dealing with (i.e., when and whether to adapt), extensive reasoning on the goals is not the key purpose, rather, it is more related to track and make a binary decision: to adapt or not to adapt, drawing on insights about their time-varying costbenefits. As a result, these have led to the conclusion that the Temporal Knowledge Aware pattern as the appropriate pattern for the design. The pattern has been illustrated in Figure 2 .
In this case study, our primary goal is to model the time-varying cost-benefit on the decision of adapting and not adapting the software system. Therefore, by following the steps in the handbook [8] , machine learning algorithm has been identified as the promising way to handle the problem. This is because they are often effective in producing fast prediction in acceptable time, given that sufficient amount of past samples. Since there are only two decisions to model, the problem can be rendered as a binary classification problem, where, given a set of features, (e.g., software system status, environment changes, etc) the model aims to predict whether it is better to adapt or not. Again, given the generality of the target software system, the solution should not be specific to a particular machine learning algorithm, and thus it should support a wide range of the types, allowing for better flexibility on customization. As for the stimulus awareness, it can be easily realized by periodic detection. A complete list of the algorithms and techniques that realize the capabilities of self-awareness involved are show in Table V .
2) Step 2: Determining the Available Representations of Expertise: Here, we have two representations of expertise, namely the Service Level Agreement (SLA) and the technical debt concept. <wsag:GuaranteeTerm Name="Latency"> <wsag:ServiceScope ServiceName="Adaptive System"/> <wsag:QualifyingCondition> {"function" : "AVG EVERY 100s"} </wsag: In general, SLA is a formal legal binding negotiated between the software company and the end users before the software system is built [61] . An example fragment of the typical SLA, derived from the well-known WS-Agreement [62] , is shown in Figure 20 , which states the rate of reward and penalty on the mean latency ($/s) and rate of CPU time of planning ($/s) for a software system. Specifically, the SLA states that the rate for the cost of adaptation is $0.345 per CPU second and an adaptation utilized 2s, then the total cost would be $0.69. Similarly, the SLA may contain a penalty rate of mean latency violation as $0.043/s for a requirement of 2s, and if there is a mean latency of 2.5s for a period, then the penalty for it would be (2.5 − 2) × 0.043 = $0.0215.
Technical debt for software engineering was coined by Cunningham [38] , to help deciding whether to improve the software, considering the costs and benefits of improvement versus that of not improving it. In general, when software faces bugs or requires improvement, the engineers have two options: (i) improve the software, in which case the quality of the software may be improved, but extra rework cost would needs to be paid for the human and resources spent, or (ii) leave it as it is, and thereby the software remain as flawed, which could accumulate the interests incurred by the bugs. The benefit of technical debt concept is that it offers an intuitive way for software and system engineers to make decision about whether to improve or not, and to track the debt over time.
3)
Step 3: Creating Candidate by Instantiating the Selected Enriched Pattern with Synergy of Expertise: At this step, we create all the possible ways of synergy by instantiating the enriched self-awareness architectural pattern. In particular, we answer the questions as presented in Section VIII as follows: 1) Which category does the expertise representation belong to? -Answer: SLA belongs to the Documentation category but technical debt belongs to the Concept. 2) If such representation structural? is it tangible? -Answer: SLA is both structural and tangible while technical debt is neither structural nor tangible.
3) The expertise representation can be synergized with which algorithm/technique that realizes the selfaware capability? What is the possible level of synergy? -Answer: SLA needs to be synergized with both self-aware capabilities in the Temporal Knowledge Aware pattern, but information and expertise related to technical debt needs to be used with the time awareness only. The synergy between SLA and stimulus awareness needs to be at level 1, while for time awareness, it can be of any level (including level 0 ). The technical debt can be synergized with time awareness at any level (including level 0 ). 4) What is the possible form for each synergy? -Answer: All the synergies need to be realized in a Benefit Score Difficulty Score Unselected Selected Fig. 22 : The difficulty and benefit scores for alternative candidates of instantiated and enriched pattern in the second case study.
general form. 5) What are the difficulty level for each synergy? -Answer: According to Figure 6 , the difficulty level ranges between very easy to challenging. The above answers give us 16 different candidates of synergizing domain expertise represented as the enriched Temporal Knowledge Aware pattern. As an example of candidate, the synergies of the expertise representations, i.e., a negotiated SLA document and the particular consideration of technical debt concept, can be linked to the pattern as shown in Figure 21 . In particular, the synergies between the SLA and time-awareness, as well as between technical debt concept and time-awareness, are required to be at level 2 while the one between SLA and stimulus awareness is at level 1. We see that the technical debt concept has no link to the stimulus awareness, which implies that no information would be used. Further, the synergies are required to be general and thus they work with any design of SLA and the consideration of the debt. Here, the SLA is both structural and tangible while the technical debt concept is non-structural and non-tangible, which impose extra design difficulty for the processes of structuralization and tangibilization. According to Figure 6 , their relative design difficulties are 'easy', 'moderate' and 'very easy', respectively.
4)
Step 4: Calculating the Overall Difficulty and Benefit Scores of the Candidate Synergies of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern: For all the 16 candidates, their overall score with respect to both the difficulty and benefit are shown in Figure 22 . In this context, the w between specific and general form of synergy is set as 1.2 and 1.4, respectively. For each candidate, the proficiency is set as 1.8 for all synergies related to SLA and 1.5 for those related to technical debt.
5)
Step 5: Selecting the Suitable Synergy of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern: The candidate, as illustrated in Figure 21 , has been selected due to its superiority on the expected benefit over most other candidates, while causing an acceptable degree of difficulty.
6) The Domain Specific Synergy Approaches: Synergy of level 1 from SLA to stimulus awareness is straightforward, and the only task is to monitoring the concerned quality attributes, and the resource consumed by the adaptation process, as specified in the SLA. To tis end, no further reasoning is needed on the SLA.
The level 2 synergy on the SLA with time-awareness is relatively simpler, as SLA is structural and tangible, and itself represents non-trivial human reasoning. On the other hand, automatic process can be realized to further parse the SLA, for example, the SLA terms can be extracted from the SLA through machine reasoning to understand the important ones. To achieve level 2 synergy of technical debt with self-awareness, it needs to become structural and tangible. Intuitively, technical debt can be structurally calculated using the following equation:
whereby the principal is the on-off investment for adapting the software systems, e.g., the resources consume for adaptation. Interest could refer to the penalty due to in-effective, awed, sub-optimal or delayed planning and adaptation, etc, or due to inability to react to the changing environment. Revenue could be the reward for the result of effective/optimized planning and adaptation, or for performing as expected or be er than requirements without adaptation. Technical debt's symptoms can be observed on the SLA, which itself is structural and tangible; it would cover the information needed for structuring technical debt via equation (3) . Therefore, in this respect, both the human reasoning on the SLA and technical debt are conducted on when negotiating the SLA, after which the produced result is a negotiated SLA document with details and terms, considering the possible technical debt involved.
On the other hand, machine reasoning can be performed on the SLA to complete the synergy of level 2. To this end, we need to specialize what exactly equation (3) and the elements from SLA can be used by the underlying machine learning algorithm. Firstly, we define principal as:
where U (t − 1) is the utilized units of certain adaptation effort (given by the engineers in SLA) measured at runtime, e.g., the delay of planning, the extra resource/energy consumption for planning, etc; and C unit is the monetary rate per unit extracted from the SLA. For the subtraction between interest and revenue, we have:
is the given accumulated function, from the SLA, that returns the performance of the ith quality attribute that accumulated over the time interval between t-1 and t, e.g., mean, total, maximum or definite integral function, etc. Such functions monitor the actual performance of software system at runtime. T i is the corresponding requirement constraint for the accumulated performance over a time interval from the SLA and n is the total number of indicators. M i is the given monetary penalty (if violating requirement) or reward (if outperforming requirement) per unit for the related attribute over a time interval, as negociated in the SLA 5 . Now, by leveraging on the debt calculation, we are able to label whether a past circumstance belongs to the class of to adapt or not to adapt. The debt for the class of 'the SAS should adapt under the circumstance at t-1 ' , D adapt (t−1), is defined as:
Likewise, the debt for the class of 'the SAS should not adapt under the circumstance at t-1 ', D not_adapt (t − 1), is:
Note that if there was no adaptation at time t-1, D adapt (t − 1) becomes incomputable as we cannot observe the S(t) resulted from adaptation. Thus, we set D adapt (t− 1) = 0 since it is difficult to reason about the S(t) related to an adaptation that has not been triggered. Similarly, if there was indeed an adaptation at time t-1, we assume that the accumulated performance of the indicators between t-1 and t is similar to that between t-2 and t-1, as a result of not adapting the software system at t-1 ; in other words, we assume D not_adapt (t − 1) = S(t − 1). This assumption is reasonable because the sampling interval of software system can be tuned, as what we have done in this work, such that the local environment changes for two adjacent intervals are similar.
Finally, we produce a class label R(t − 1), indicating whether it was better to adapt (or not to adapt) the software system under the past circumstance at time t-1 : to which a requirement is violated or its satisfaction is outperformed for each quality attribute i.e., −∆Q i in equation (5) . Those features, as well as the labeled class from the continual machine reasoning on the SLA and technique debt concept, serve as samples to train a machine learning classifier for predicting the new decision (to adapt or not) for a future circumstance. The synergy is clearly of level 2, as it combines both human reasoning (SLA and technique debt) and machine reasoning (the labeling) for synergizing expertise with the self-awareness (realized by machine learning), while the algorithm itself does not change its structure and operates as if the samples were produced without the domain expertise.
It is clear that the synergy is at the general form, such that any given negotiated SLA, with consideration of technical debt, can be synergized using the same approach. The synergy process has resulted in a recently proposed general framework, namely DLDA [20] , which automatically synergizes a given SLA document, with information about the consideration of technical debt concept, with the underlying machine learning algorithm for deciding when and whether to adapt the software system. 7) Quantitative Experimental Setup: We provide quantitative evaluation to show the benefits of synergizing expertise with self-awareness via patterns and to confirm the improvement gained by higher levels of synergy. To this end, we compare the performance results using two candidates from Figure: • level 2: the candidate that as illustrated in Figure 21 . • level 1: the candidate where the synergy of domain expertise on the SLA and technical debt concept with the time-awareness are realized at level 1. In this way, the time awareness merely predicts the occurrence of an event, i.e., violation of performance requirement (the only information from SLA), without further parsing on the SLA and technical debt. The prediction results is then further analyzed by statistical inference; thus only the significant, reliable and persistent violations would trigger adaptation; all the other synergies remain the same as that in Figure 21 . We evaluate the approach using RUBiS (detailed in Table IV ) as the subject software system deployed and run in the real Cloud environment, with the negotiated SLA shown in Table VI . We also run two distinct machine learning algorithms, i.e., Naive Bayes [63] (NB) and Multilayer Perceptron [64] (MLP), each of which is of different complexities. The goal is to optimize the latency and power of the cloud-based software system, and thus both Multi-Objective Planner (MOP) and Single-Objective Planner (SOP), in which all objectives are combined in an equally weighted aggregation, are applied. The actual objective function to be optimized is trained based on machine learning [13] [58] [59] . However, it is worth noting that optimization is not a concern of the designed software system that is self-aware, as it is not part of selected the pattern. We conducted 100 runs for the experiments, and the mean is reported. The results are confirmed by Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (p <0.05), following the effect sizes categorization in [60] . 8) Results: From Table VII , we see that under all cases, the level 2 synergy under both algorithms outperform the level 1 counterpart on both quality attributes, with statistical significance and non-trivial effect size on at least one attribute. In Figure 23 , we also observe that level 2 has led to less debt, meaning that the monetary value generated by the software system, after synergizing the domain expertise, is higher than the case when the synergy is limited. We can also note that such benefit is achieved by using remarkably smaller amount and cost of adaptation.
To gain a better understanding about the total debt, we plot the debt throughout for an entire run. Figure 24a shows the cumulative distribution of debt for different levels of synergy, when using multi-objective planner. We can see clearly that, in contrast to others, level 2 with the two machine learning algorithms reduces the debt quicker as their slopes are much steeper than the level 1 case. The superiority of level 1 on debt reduction is much more obvious when the debt is greater than about $9. Figure 24b compares the cumulative debt of approaches when using single-objective planner. Here, we see that level 2 is again significantly outperforms the case when there is no actual synergy of expertise, with faster reduction on the debt.
C. Seeding Multi-Objective Optimization for Software Service Composition with Expertise on Prior Problems
Context: Service systems, unlike the others, do not have the actual implementation but a set of abstract services, each of which can be adapted to select different concrete services published in the Internet, according to a given workflow with different predefined connectors (se- [21] . Such a process, namely service composition, is the key to enable rapid realization and integration of different functionalities that are required by the stakeholders. This is also a benefit of service systems, such that they share some similarities which make the exploitation of past problem instances and experiences possible. Problem: In the third case study, the objective is to rapidly and effectively conduct multi-objective optimization for self-adaptive service systems at runtime, leveraging the benefits from the capabilities of self-awareness.
Challenge: The challenge here is, there are often a large number of services to fulfil the same functional requirement, but come with different levels on some possibly conflicting non-functional Quality-of-Service (QoS) attributes, e.g., latency, throughput and cost, thereby optimizing and finding the good service composition plans, i.e., a set of selected concrete services, and their tradeoffs becomes a complex and challenging problem which is known to be NP-hard [65] [55] . In addition, given the potentially rapid needs of recomposing the services, the optimization requires fast convergence to ensure the effectiveness of the optimized composition plan. 1)
Step 1: Selecting Patterns and Algorithms: Following the procedures from the handbook [8] , it has been concluded that the requirements in this case study do not involve interaction awareness, because there is no way to know in advance what are the concrete services available, and therefore there is often a service broker that act as a centralized point to compose a service system. Further, the environment is not expected to react on the adaptation of the software system, and thus no interaction between it and the environment. The meta-self-awareness has been The algorithms and techniques that realize the capabilities of self-awareness for the third case study.
Self-Awareness
Algorithms and Techniques stimulus awareness event driven detection time-awareness analytical model goal-awareness evolutionary algorithm ruled out as the requirements on the required capabilities is clear, and no need to introduce extra overhead. goalawareness is again essential in the optimization and timeawareness is also crucial for self-adaptive service systems, because the currently available concrete services, as well as their QoS values, could change over time, and thus requires a model that cope with such a change. As a result, these have led to the conclusion that the Temporal Goal Aware pattern as the appropriate pattern for the design. The pattern has been illustrated in Figure 3 . Given the NP-hard problem with an explosion of the search space and the nature of multi-objectivity for the self-adaptive services systems, the handbook [8] has suggested that the metaheuristic algorithms, particularly the evolutionary algorithms, are promising to realize the capability of goal-awareness in the software systems. Yet, given the high diversity of the structures of the self-adaptive services systems, it is expected that the solution does not tie to a specific evolutionary algorithm, rather, it should support a wide range of evolutionary algorithms. The time-awareness is supported by an analytical model, which tracks the available set of concrete services and their QoS values, and is capable of evaluating the aggregated QoS value for the workflow. The stimulus awareness can be realized by event driven detection, such that the stimulus is captured through passive detection. A complete list of the algorithms and techniques, with respect to the capabilities of self-awareness involved, are show in Table VIII. 2) Step 2: Determining the Available Representations of Expertise: There are two fundamental representations of the expertise in this case: the workflow structure of the service composition and past problem instances/experience about the optimization when composing services.
As shown in Figure 25 , where we can see that the workflow is represented as a graph and each vertex repre- sents an abstract service. The edge denotes the connector between vertex, e.g., they can be either sequential where the users' requests are proceed in strict order or parallel such that different users' requests are handled by simultaneously.
Another important representation of expertise is past problem instances and experience about the service composition. In the context of service composition, adaptation is required when change occur, e.g., the QoS of concrete services changes or some concrete services becomes unavailable. Those changes, although can occur rapidly, often exhabit relatively small extents. As a result, past problem instances and experience can still provide useful information for the scenario after changes occur. For example, changes on the QoS for a few concrete services may not affect the search and objective space significantly. Also, composition plans for service composition with similar workflow structure can also be quite useful.
Step 3: Creating Candidate by Instantiating the Selected Enriched Pattern with Synergy of Expertise: At this step, we consider all the possible ways of synergy by instantiating the enriched self-awareness architectural pattern. In particular, we answer the questions as presented in Section VIII as follows:
1) Which category does the expertise representation belong to? -Answer: Workflow structure belongs to the Model category but past problem instances/experience be-longs to the Assumption. 2) If such representation structural? is it tangible? -Answer: Workflow structure is both structural and tangible while past problem instances/experience is neither structural nor tangible. 3) The expertise representation can be synergized with which algorithm/technique that realizes the selfaware capability? What is the possible level of synergy? -Answer: The workflow structure needs to be synergized with both stimulus and time awareness at level 1 ; its synergy with goal awareness is also required, but can be at any level except level 0.
The past problem instances/experience needs to be synergized with goal awareness only, at all levels, including level 0. 4) What is the possible form for each synergy? -Answer: The workflow structure can be synergized with goal awareness in either specific or general form. All other synergies need to be realized in a general form. 5) What are the difficulty level for each synergy? -Answer: According to Figure 6 , the difficulty level ranges between very easy to challenging. The above answers give us 24 different candidates of synergizing domain expertise represented as the enriched Temporal Goal Aware pattern. An example candidate that instantiates the enriched Temporal Goal Aware pattern has been chosen and it has been illustrated in Figure 26 , together with explicit links to the synergy of expertise representation. In particular, the expertise representation here is the model of workflow structure, the expected synergy between the expertise and time-awareness, stimulus awareness, and goal-awareness are level 1 with design difficulty of 'very easy', meaning that limited synergy is sufficient. Another expertise representation is the past problem instances and experiences, which belongs to the Assumption category that is non-tangible and nonstructural. Therefore, its design difficulty of synergy is likely to be relatively high. In particular, its synergy with the goal-awareness is required to be at level 2, such that the particular experience about the service composition problem needs to go through machine reasoning, before which the expertise needs the process of structuralization and tangibilization with a design difficulty of 'moderate'. Further, the synergy needs to be in general form, such that it works with different structure of the service compositions and underlying algorithms that realize selfawareness.
4) Step 4: Calculating the Overall Difficulty and Benefit
Scores of the Candidate Synergies of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern: For all the 24 candidates, their overall scores with respect to both the difficulty and benefit are shown in Figure 27 . Here, the w between specific and general form of synergy is set as 1.3 and 1.5, respectively. For each candidate, the proficiency is set as 1.8 for all Fig. 27 : The difficulty and benefit scores for alternative candidates of instantiated and enriched pattern in the third case study.
synergies related to workflow structure and 1.3 for those related to past problem instances/experience.
5)
Step 5: Selecting the Suitable Synergy of Expertise under the Chosen Pattern: The candidate, as illustrated in Figure 26 , has been selected as it appears to achieve a relatively good balance between the difficulty and the expected benefit.
6) The Domain Specific Synergy Approaches: Similar to the previous cases studies, the actual synergy is inevitably domain specific 6 . From Figure 26 , generally, the level 1 synergy with the stimulus awareness can be achieved by simply setting the known workflow structure, which is a structural and tangible representation, into the detection mechanism. Such information can also be used to form the analytical model that achieves time-awareness, which enables level 1 synergy too. The models can be updated from time to time depending on the changes of the available concrete services and their QoS values. They are also serving as the update-to-date functions to evaluate the effectiveness of a composition plan on achieving the QoS values of a composition. Similarly, the workflow structure provide the abstract services that to be tuned and the possible concrete services to be selected from, which would be directly used by in the goal-awareness capability. In all cases, no further machine reasoning on the workflow structure is required.
Although only level 2 of synergy is required as the highest level, the process is not straightforward due to the need of structuralization and tangibilization. The particular knowledge on the past problem instances and experiences is specialized to the domain, but largely vague, and therefore we need to at first be precise about what is the past problem instances, and how to measure them. Here, the similarity of the service composition problem instances can be subject to the particular workflow structure of a service system, but this do not include those with different workflow structure, i.e., those with different abstract services and connectors, because they often have very different problem nature and offer little helps to the current problem. Therefore, the expertise representation can be structured as: the extents of differences between
whereby s i and s j denote any candidate concrete service from the two problems, respectively. n is the total number of all comparable pair-wise comparison between concrete service from both problems and t is the total number of (non-redundant) concrete services for both problems. The operation s i ⊕ s j would return 1, if and only if, s i cannot find any s j that is the same as itself; or 0 otherwise. The possible forms of differences between two concrete services are vast, e.g., they are fundamentally different services from different providers, or they are the same service but the provided QoS values have changed from time to time. As a result, we obtain the degree of differences between two service composition problems, denoted as ∆, such that the smaller the ∆, the larger the similarity. To achieve level 2 of synergy, a machine reasoning process is required after the metric of differences have been produced. This can be to select the highly potential solutions from the most similar problem instances. In this case study, we apply non-dominated sorting, an approach that sort the solutions for past problem instances based on the dominance relation in multi-objective optimization, such that the non-dominated solutions (or those that being dominated the least) would be used before the others. The selected solutions form a set of high quality seeds for the current optimization to start working with. The number of seeds depending on the required size of population, which is filled by selecting from the sorted solutions for the most similar (past) problem instance, and then the sorted problem instances based on their similarity to the current problem. In this way, both human and machine reasoning are conducted on the expertise representation, and when it is used as seeds, the underlying evolutionary algorithm actually does not aware of such as it has not been explicitly tailored; it merely operates as if the entire initial population was generated randomly.
It is clear that the synergy is at the general form, such that any given metric for measuring the differences between service composition problems based on experiences, in conjunction with the past problem instances, can be synergized using the same approach. The synergy process has resulted in a recently proposed general framework [21] which automatically synergizes the domain expertise on the past problem instances with the underlying algorithm for optimizing multiple non-functional quality objectives on self-adaptive service systems.
7) Quantitative Experimental Setup:
To assess the benefits on the synergy of domain expertise, we quantitatively evaluate two candidate in terms of the achieved results:
• level 2: the candidate that as illustrated in Figure 26 . • level 1: the candidate where there is no actual synergy of the past problem instances/experience with goal awareness. In other words, the evolutionary algorithm realizes goal-awareness, supported by the time aware analytical model, without any additional information on the past problem instances and experiences for seeding; all the other synergies remain the same as that in Figure 26 .
We simulate the self-aware and self-adaptive service systems using the real-world WS-DREAM dataset [66] , which contains QoS values for 4,500 services. We randomly generated four distinct workflow structures of the software systems, with 5, 10, 15 and 100 abstract services, respectively. The number of concrete services and their QoS values on latency, throughput and cost 7 are randomly selecting form the data set, resulting a range between 510 and 12,200 possible concrete services with a search space over one million, as shown in Table IX . We apply NSGA-II [56] and IBEA [57] as the underlying evolutionary algorithm for goal-awareness, which are set as the mutation rate is 0.1 and crossover rate to be 0.9, with 100 population size for 50 generation (300 generations for the case of 100 abstract services). The number of required seeds have been made as 50% of the population, which in this case would be 50. As mentioned, for time-awareness, standard analytical models for service compositions are used [65] . All experiments were repeated 30 times and the mean values are reported. Table X , clearly, level 2 leads to at least the same results for a quality objective when comparing to the case of level 1. In particular, it has also resulted in better Hypervolume (HV) value 8 . All the comparisons, except those equivalent ones, are statistically significant according to the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (p <0.05), with non-trivial effect sizes. In particular, the improvement tends to be amplified as the number of abstract services increases, implying that the more complex the scenario, the better benefit that the domain expertise, when combined with the self-awareness, can offer. In Figure 28 and 29, we see that on all cases, level 2 achieves higher HV value than that of the level 1 throughout, meaning that it exhibits faster convergence. Again, the improvement is more obvious under more complex scenarios, e.g., when there are 15 or 100 abstract services.
In Figure 30 , we examine how the behaviors of the software systems change when the underlying algorithm that realizes self-awareness is simplified. To this end, we omitted the crossover operator in NSGA-II, and compared the results to the cases when it is present, for both approaches. Clearly, we see a considerable reduction on the HV values when the crossover operator is removed, suggesting that a simplified version of the underlying algorithm that realizes self-awareness may negatively affect the performance. Further, the more complex the service system, the greater the reduction. However, we see that level 2 is more resilient than level 1, which again proves that the domain expertise embedded in the seeds can be beneficial in guiding the algorithm that achieves selfawareness for even better results.
NSGA-II IBEA 
X. Conclusion and Future Work
Architectural patterns for self-awareness have proven to be effective in guiding the systematic design, knowledge representation and reasoning for software systems that demand self-adaptation. However, when domain expertise needs to be synergized with the capabilities of selfawareness, current patterns do not provide guidelines about which domain expertise can be synergized, the extents of synergy and what are the trade-offs involved.
This paper is the first attempt of an introductory work that highlights the importance of synergizing domain expertise with the self-awareness in software systems, relying on well-defined underlying approaches. As part of the contributions, we present a holistic framework that classifies different types of expertise and their representations, with respect to the structurability and tangibility. We also provide detailed rules and discussion on their levels of synergies. Such a framework helps to enriched the existing self-awareness architectural patterns, which together allows us to codify a comprehensive methodology that assists the engineers in designing different ways of synergy based on the difficulty and expected benefits.
Using three case studies from distinct domains, we describe how the proposed framework and methodology, as well as the enriched patterns can help to assist in making design decision on the synergy of domain expertise with self-aware capabilities. Quantitative results have evidenced the diverse benefits of the synergies at different levels, where we have observed that higher levels, although often lead to extra difficulty, would indeed bring singificantly greater benefits in terms of the adaptation results.
The synergy is a genuine attempt towards keeping domain experts and architects in the loop, a branch of a larger vision that relate to keeping 'engineers-in-theloop' in self-adaptive, in which human (i.e., software and system engineers for our case) can control the behaviors of the underlying algorithms and techniques that realize the self-awareness at least to certain extents. This can consequently offer intuition and transparency into the awareness processes of the self-adaptive software system, improving its interpretable and explainable appeal. This paper is the first systematic attempt is addressing the above, describing how the self-awareness architectural patterns can be exploited, in such a way that distinct categories of domain expertise and their representations can be explicitly incorporated, at different levels, design difficulties and forms.
Drawing on the foundation provided in this work, future research shall investigate how exactly the human can be placed in the loop, considering the timeliness and reliability of the expertise. Those problems will open up a full range of new research directions, drawing on the findings and proposals derived from this the work. This is one of our ongoing research investigation that is evolving into a specialized topic by its own for the discipline of engineering self-aware and self-adaptive software system.
